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ABSTRACT 
 
There is a process ongoing where domestic markets are merging into a large global market, 
and this clash creates a larger supply of products on the international marketplace. Firms have 
to be able to adapt to these new settings to stay competitive. Previous research has focused on 
how manufacturing firms and foremost large firms go international. Since more firms are 
outsourcing their services and employing small service firms to do a specific part of their 
work abroad, our research is focusing on small firms. For a small firm, it is important to 
choose the right mode of entry when entering a foreign market. 
 
There exists a large array of different modes to choose from when entering a foreign market. 
The decision of what method to implement can be critical since they may differ in how 
successful the international entry becomes. One of these international entry modes that has 
not been received sufficient attention in previous research and thus we have chosen to address 
is piggybacking, which is when a company indirectly exports through a larger firms 
distribution channels. To add into the research of piggybacking we have focused on a small 
firm that is working with telecom in the service sector. This research has provided an 
understanding that small service firms can use piggybacking as an international entry mode.  
 
The findings in this thesis show that small service firms can use piggybacking to reduce the 
risk of a foreign expansion, and that the relationship can develop to a mutual dependence 
between the firms. 
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Introduction 
 
 

1 Introduction 
In this chapter a background about internationalisation, foreign entry modes and small 
service firms will lead into the problem discussion. The purpose of the thesis will then be 
stated and the research questions presented.      

1.1 Background 
Internationalisation 
The concept of globalisation and internationalisation is referred to as the trend toward greater 
interdependence among national institutions and economies. It is a trend that is characterised 
by “denationalisation” in which national boundaries are becoming less relevant. It also refers 
to the cooperation between national actors (Wild et al, 2003). Internationalisation is necessary 
because, from a national view, economic isolation has become impossible. Failure to 
participate in the global marketplace assures declining economic capability of a nation 
(Czinkota and Ronkainen, 2004). According to Root (1994) the new global economy has 
created business environments that require firms to look past the traditional thinking of the 
domestic market, and to start looking at business from an international and global perspective 
instead. 
  
The term international business refers to a wide range of activities involved in conducting 
business transactions across national boundaries (Jain, 1996). According to Jeannet and 
Hennesey (1995) a company goes beyond exporting and become directly involved in the local 
market environment within a given country or market when they practice international 
marketing. Jain (1996) discusses that the internationalisation of marketing activities has 
become irreversible for relatively small companies.  
 
According to Czinkota and Ronkainen (2004), a successful international marketing enables 
improved quality of life, a better society, more efficient business transactions and even a more 
peaceful world.  
 
Process of internationalisation 
According to Czinkota and Ronkainen (2004), internationalisation is a gradual process for 
companies. For most companies, export operations are the first step in internationalisation. 
There is evidence that many firms develop their export business gradually (Albaum et al, 
1994). Many companies appear to grow into international activities through a series of phased 
developments. They gradually change strategy and tactics as they become more involved. 
Others enter international markets after much research, with long-range plans fully developed 
(Cateora, 1996).  
 
Firms go international because increased global business activities create increased 
opportunities. International activities can also be crucial to a firm’s survival and growth. By 
expanding the international business around the globe, an international firm can strengthen its 
competitive position. Going international with your product and in this way lengthening or 
renewing the product life cycle in other countries, can also avoid early market saturation. 
(Czinkota and Ronkainen, 2004). 
 
According to Hollensen (1998), the major motives for a firm to start with international 
activity is divided into proactive and reactive motives. Proactive motives are focusing 
primarily on opportunities whereas reactive motives are necessary for the firm’s survival. 
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According to Czinkota and Ronkainen (2004), the proactive motivation can be about making 
the best use of profit, technological or unique product advantages. It can also consist of 
identifying and utilizing tax benefits or exclusive information to the firms benefit. Reactive 
motivations can be about national competitive pressure, or declining domestic sales that 
forces a firm to expand abroad to avoid making an economic loss (ibid).  
 
Jain (1996), discusses the importance of considering the internal and external factors 
extensively when preparing international expansion. The internal factors refer to corporate 
objectives, organization and resource availability. The external factors refer to competition, 
technological change, and economic, political or social changes. The monitoring of external 
and internal factors helps in the decision of whether to adapt a proactive or reactive strategy 
when going international.  
 
International market entry 
An international market entry mode is an arrangement that creates the possibility for a 
company’s products, technology, human skills, management, or other resources to enter into a 
foreign country Root (1994). According to De Burca et al (2004), there are various 
approaches, when selecting entry modes for foreign markets, and these have different 
implications for small and medium-sized as oppose to large sized firms. Most small and 
medium sized enterprises that enter foreign markets do it in a country-by-country basis. In this 
way the small actors can expand to new markets in a suitable pace with good control over the 
development (ibid). 
 
Once a firm has decided to enter or expand into a foreign market, it must determine the 
structural nature of its operations in that nation (Osland et al, 2001). The importance of 
choosing method of entry into foreign markets cannot be overemphasized. It is one of the 
most critical decisions because the entry decision is a macro decision. That is, when the firm 
chooses a level of involvement in foreign markets, it is also making choices about its 
marketing program there (Terpstra and Sarathy, 2000). Root (1994) describes the strategy for 
international entry as a comprehensive plan that will set forth the objectives, goals, resources, 
and policies that will guide the company’s international operations.  
 
The range of entry mode alternatives is wide enough that almost any company in any product 
area can find some appropriate way to reach foreign markets (Terpstra and Sarathy, 2000). 
There are a variety of foreign market entry strategies from which to choose. Each has 
particular advantages and shortcomings, depending on company strengths and weaknesses, 
the degree of commitment the company is willing or able to make, and market characteristics 
(Cateora, 1996). Depending on the type of entry strategy selected, market success may differ 
substantially (Jeannet and Hennessey, 1995). Managers therefore need to understand the 
nature of each of their modal choices. Modes vary in terms of the level of control, the quantity 
of required resources, and the amount of technological risk (Osland et al, 2001).  
 
According to Jeannet and Hennessey (1995) the three major entry mode strategy alternatives 
are foreign production, ownership and exporting strategies as described below.   
 
Several factors may encourage, or force, the firm to produce in foreign markets. If not 
producing in the country in which the sales occur, transportation costs can result in non-
competitiveness and tariffs or quotas can prevent entry of an exporter’s products. (Terpstra 
and Sarathy, 2000).  
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According to Czinkota and Ronkainen (2004) when companies making foreign direct 
investment they can choose from large ownership to a minority interest. The ownership 
choices are full ownership, joint venture and government consortia. The different levels of 
ownerships will result in a varying flexibility, a changing ability to control strategy, and 
differences in the level of risk assumed. De Burca et al (2004), describe alliances as an 
ownership strategy that improves international competitiveness by; faster product 
development, introducing products to foreign markets more quickly, lowering costs by 
focusing on core competences and reducing promotion costs by marketing under one brand.  
 
With export entry modes, a firms’ product are manufactured in a domestic market or a third 
country, and then transferred either directly or indirectly to the host market. Export is the most 
common mode to entry into international markets. (Hollensen, 1998).  
 
Small service firms go international 
De Burca et al (2004) give four reasons to why the service economy has stimulated 
international marketing of services. The decreases in government regulations are freeing up 
trade in services. This factor combined with social changes and business trends have also 
facilitated internationalisation of services. The advances in technology have lessened the 
constraints on provision of services imposed by national boundaries and influenced 
international service providers to globalise, which can be observed as evidence in the telecom 
sector (ibid). 
 
One quarter of all international trade consists of services. The different characteristics 
between manufactured goods and the service goods, affect how they are marketed 
internationally (Cateora, 1996). Erramilli and Rao (1993), talks about Swedish technical 
consultancy service firms that have bypassed the incremental establishment chain that is used 
by manufacturing firms. This is possible since the resource commitments are of minor 
significance for the service firm. Researchers have questioned how service firms enter into 
foreign markets and how they differ from manufacturers in their efforts. When 
internationalising, service firms have a tendency to require lower levels of financial 
investment than manufacturing firms (ibid).  
 
Since services are produced and consumed at the same time they have more restrictions in 
deciding the entry mode to bee used. Services can be divided into two categories, hard- and 
soft services. The first being more industrial services such as engineering and computing 
services, and the latter consisting more of consulting and consumer based services.  Exporting 
is a common mode of entry for firm’s delivering hard service. Soft services are mainly non-
exported. (Erramilli, 1989).   
 
Karagianni and Labrianidis (2001), talks about large firms having considerable experience in 
acting on global markets, when on the other hand the majority of small firms have only 
recently adopted international perspectives in their strategies. Studies suggest that these small 
firms are confronted with greater difficulties in accessing international markets than the large-
scale actors. The uncertainty resulting from the inability to control prices, the limited access to 
policy makers, and the limited financial resources, acts as a constraint when developing a plan of 
international orientation. Therefore small firms face a higher risk when extending their business 
abroad (ibid). These factors force the small firms expanding international to use entry modes 
that provide security. This security can in the best way be gained through partnership 
operations with larger firms.  
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The above-mentioned characteristics for service- and small firms, shows that special entry 
modes need to be adapted to succeed internationally.   
 

1.2 Problem Discussion 
Export decisions  
A company can decide to enter the international arena by exporting from the home country. 
This type of foreign market development is the easiest and most common approach employed 
by companies taking their first international step because of the risk of financial loss can be 
minimized (Cateora, 1996). While exporting has the advantage of the least cost and risk of 
any entry method, it allows the firm little control over how, when, where and by whom the 
products are sold (Hollensen, 1998). Due to the benefits of low risk with the exporting entry 
mode, this method is a common way of getting international experience (Root, 1994). 
According to Terpstra and Sarathy (2000) a firm has two basic options for carrying out its 
export operations, direct and indirect exporting.  
 
According to Osland et al (2001), indirect exporting is the use of intermediaries located in the 
company’s home country and that takes responsibility to market and deliver the products. 
With indirect exporting the firm is not engaging in international marketing in any real sense. 
Its products are carried abroad by others. In direct exporting the manufacturer performs the 
export tasks rather than delegating it to others (Terpstra and Sarathy, 2000). A firm with 
minimal resources to devote to international expansion, which wants to enter international 
markets gradually, may also adopt this method, for testing out markets before committing 
major resources and effort to developing an export organisation (Hollensen, 1998). By using 
an indirect channel, a firm can start exporting with no investment in fixed capital and with 
low start up costs, in this way the risks are few (Root, 1994). There are five main entry modes 
of indirect exporting: Export buying agent, broker, export management company, trading 
company and piggyback (Hollensen, 1998). From these five modes of indirect exporting, 
piggybacking suits the small service firm going international. 
 
Piggybacking 
In piggyback exporting, one manufacturer uses its overseas distribution to sell another 
company’s product along with its own (Terpstra and Sarathy, 2000). Piggybacking is 
considered as an early form of strategic alliance where firms join together voluntarily, usually 
with no equity ties, to reach some objectives together that they cannot reach efficiently by 
themselves (Terpstra and Yu, 1990).  
 
The terms carrier and rider is described by Terpstra and Yu (1990); the carrier is usually a 
large firm with considerable international business and experience, and may have widespread 
production- and distribution facilities in several countries. In general the rider is the supplier 
of the basic products while the carrier performs the marketing and distribution strategy (ibid). 
According to Jeannet and Hennessey (1995), the rider is piggybacking its products on the 
shoulders of the established company.  
 
When a firm has a gap in its product line they have an option to acquire the necessary 
products outside by piggybacking. This option can be attractive because the firm obtains the 
new product faster. It is also a low cost solution to get the product because the carrier does not 
have to invest in R&D, production facilities or market testing for the new product. (Hollensen, 
1999).  
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For the rider using an export company to carry its product to foreign markets, piggybacking is 
one alternative route. It offers established export and distribution facilities and shared 
expenses (Terpstra and Sarathy, 2000). The fact that another producer is distributing the 
rider’s products may bring important benefits to the rider as compared with using a regular 
distributor (Terpstra and Yu (1990). 
 
All types of products can be exported by this technique, including textiles, industrial and 
electrical machinery and equipment, chemicals, consumer soft goods, and books. (Albaum et 
al, 1994).  
 
Service firms 
Most of the literature on internationalisation, international marketing and export strategies is 
adjusted to the need of the manufacturing sector. “For international services, theory lags 
practice by a considerable degree” (Grönroos, 1999, p.291). Erramilli (1989, p.50) emphasises 
the importance of research in service firms and entry modes and states two questions: “How 
do service firms enter individual foreign markets?” and “How does the entry behaviour vary 
across different industries in the service sector?”  
 
Chryssochoidis (1997) argues that since a service firm is characterized by high degrees of 
simultaneity, intangibility and perishability in the production process, they do not face the 
same investment alternatives in their internationalisation process as manufacturing firms. Due 
to the perishability, the service firm is always pressed to schedule tasks as efficiently as 
possible (ibid). 
 
The service offering is more intangible, personalized and custom-made than goods and it is 
the fastest growing sector of world trade. Traditionally, services have been thought of as 
offerings on a local solution and service firms have been considered local establishments. 
However the service businesses have now become more international (Czinkota and 
Ronkainen, 2004). A rapid globalisation of the world economy during the 1990’s has 
increased the opportunities for marketing services abroad. It is a fact that international 
marketing is a vital part of the service marketing (Grönroos, 1999). Foreign market entry 
behaviour in the service sector is characterised by considerable diversity, especially compared 
to the manufacturing sector (Erramilli, 1989). 
 
According to Terpstra and Yu (1990), the benefits for small firms when using piggyback 
operations are extensive. It is one of the most obvious ways for small firms without large 
capacity, to sell their products abroad. Even though the tendency to piggyback is large, and 
especially among smaller firms, there has not been any extensive research done in the area. 
The gap between practice and theory mentioned by Grönroos (1999), shows that the area of 
small service firms internationalising is not sufficiently researched. This fact provides us with 
the opportunity to contribute through the present study, in connecting the question of 
piggybacking as a method of market entry to the experiences of small service firms.       

1.3 Purpose 
In view of the above discussion the purpose of our study is:  
 
To provide a better understanding of piggybacking as an international entry mode for small 
service firms. 
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1.4 Research Questions 
 To be able to answer the purpose of the study we shall address the following three research 
questions; 
 
1. How can the process of piggybacking as an international entry mode be described? 
 
2. How can the benefits gained by small service firms as piggyback riders be described? 
 
3. How can the relationship between the piggyback rider and piggyback carrier be described?  
 

1.5 Delimitations 
The focus of this study is the piggybacking entry mode, used by small service firms when 
going international. The research is focusing on the rider firm, and the use of piggybacking. 
The relationship and the benefits are also analysed from the rider’s perspective. The carrier 
firm is not further considered since data is going to be collected only from the rider firm.  
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2 Literature Review   
In this chapter the literature in the research area of small service firms going international, 
and the use of piggybacking is reviewed and presented. We will analyse the theories 
connected to the research area and present a conceptual framework that will clarify the main 
topic to be studied.  
 
To add into the research of piggybacking as an entry mode for small service firms, the 
piggybacking arrangement combined with general entry mode decision for service firms will 
develop a framework from the literature. 
 
The entry mode choice, for small service firms differ from each other in the degree to which 
they involve the firm in the foreign market (Erramilli and Rao, 1990). Typically the amount of 
control increases, as a firm’s resource and involvement commitment increase. This generally 
means that firms preferring to maintain control over their foreign operations, may have to 
choose entry modes with higher involvement levels. Firms with lower market knowledge can 
be expected to be more willing to employ entry modes that involve entities outside the firm. 
(ibid). 
 
According to Darling and Kash (1998), the small firm needs to understand the dynamics of 
doing business in foreign markets. To just identify an opportunity is not enough. Contrasting 
opportunity with preparation and timing entry is essential to succeed. Small firms will do well 
in foreign markets if they proceed carefully and scientifically. International success will come 
to those who identify and meet a customer demand solidly and efficiently. Small firms can 
enjoy steady growth if they build on previous successes and do not compromise their strategic 
foundations with fast decisions made from incomplete competitive information (ibid).   
 
Small firms seldom have specialist executives to manage their international operations and 
therefore decision-making is much more likely to be personalized. This can lead the small 
firm to take shortcuts without proper evaluation of the alternatives. The small firm, however 
enjoy the advantage of greater flexibility and responsiveness to changes in the marketplace. 
(Karagianni and Labrianidis, 2001). 
 
Small firms can choose between different ways to expand internationally, however limited 
resource bases can reduce the ability to expand from the domestic market. (Westhead et al, 
2001).  
 
The choice of entry mode for service firms when going abroad is either to follow existing 
clients when they expand internationally or to actively look for new markets (Erramilli and 
Rao, 1993). For many service firms going abroad is not a matter of choice. Customers acquire 
international offers and require the service firm to deliver internationally as well. According 
to Grönroos (1999), there exist two different general entry modes for service firms entering 
foreign markets: 
 

1. Client-following mode 
2. Market-seeking mode  

 
A large number of service firms enter a foreign market primarily to serve the foreign 
subsidiaries of their domestic clients. This phenomenon “client following”, not heard of in the 
manufacturing sector, is a unique characteristic of service firms. The market seeking entry 
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refers to service firms entering foreign markets primarily to serve foreign customers 
(Erramilli and Rao, 1990). A firm can generally be expected to be more knowledgeable when 
going abroad to serve its current domestic clients in a client-following entry, than when 
entering a market to serve foreign customers in a market-seeking mode. This means that the 
market-seeking firm can expect to perceive higher levels of uncertainty and risk (ibid).  
 
When high tech manufacturers internationalise, their service suppliers often are forced to 
follow them abroad. This factor has partly been the key factor of the growth in service trade 
internationally. (De Burca et al, 2004). 
 
According to Erramilli (1989), most of the early entrants on the international market can be 
described as client followers. Grönroos (1999) explains that the client following mode can be 
used by service firms to support a goods-exporting firm or another service firm.   

2.1 Process of piggybacking  
According to Cateora (1996), the decision process for potential piggyback distribution 
determines if: 
 

1. The product is complementary to the product line and contributes to it 
2. The product matches the sales and distribution chain 
3. There is enough mark-up to cover efforts 
4. The product will be accepted by the market and be sold in adequate volume 
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Figure 2.1. Chains of distribution in piggyback marketing  from Albaum et al (1994) 
As illustrated in the model above created by Albaum et al (1994), there are four alternative 
ways to handle the distribution of the product when using piggyback operations. The four 
alternatives differ in the amount of steps and middle hands used in the distribution chain. 
 
When deciding about the piggybacking arrangement some points must be considered to 
protect the carrier and rider. Some of these are: Terms of sale, promotional arrangements, and 
market coverage. (Terpstra and Sarathy, 2000). 
 
Terms of sale 
Compensation can be made to the carrier by commission and thereby acts as an agent or 
alternatively buys the product and acts as an independent distributor (Terpstra and Sarathy, 
2000). In piggybacking the carrier will insist that the rider’s products are somewhat similar to 
their own products, since they may need to help customers with support and feedback 
operations (Hollensen, 1998). Cateora (1996) refers to that the largest volume of piggyback 
business is handled on an ownership purchase-resale arrangement. And that a large portion of 
the piggyback arrangements are undertaken when a firm wants to expand its product line or 
keep its distributional chains active over low seasons.  
 
Promotional arrangements 
A service firm that plans to start to market its services internationally needs to find channels 
of making its services accessible in the foreign market. (Grönroos, 1999).  
 
Branding policies are variable in piggybacking. The choice of branding is mainly on how 
important the brand name is to the product and how well established it is (Terpstra and 
Sarathy, 2000). Differences may occur concerning which company name the product should 
be sold under. Some use private labels or manufacturers name while some are using the name 
of the best-known corporation (Albaum et al, 1994). 
 
Market coverage 
Piggybacking is mainly used for products that are non-competitive but related, and 
complementary and allied (Hollensen, 1998). The carrier firm may already have good 
coverage in many countries of a region that is attractive to the rider (Terpstra and Yu, 1990). 
In terms of country coverage, piggybacking offers one market or access to a global market 
(Terpstra and Sarathy, 2000). A piggyback arrangement for one country is usually utilized 
when a large target market is perceived. In other cases the rider wants to cover all foreign 
markets by piggybacking with a multinational enterprise. (Terpstra and Yu ,1990) 
 
Manufacturers that have good market coverage in the home country may look for similar 
operations in foreign markets or region of interests. This is called reciprocal piggybacking 
(Terpstra and Yu, 1990). The piggybacking approach may also be applied to product 
coverage. The carrier may handle just one or all of the rider’s products, however the carrier 
has a large part of the decision making (ibid). 
 
Initiators of the piggybacking agreement can be the government; when a government trade 
promotion agency initiates a “foster firm” for inexperienced exporters. It can also be 
encouraged by the private sector; when an industry group encourages members, which are 
successful in international business, to seek opportunities for smaller and newer firms. (De 
Burca et al, 2004). 
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2.2 Benefits with piggybacking 
Rider benefits 
Piggybacking provides an easy, low risk way for the rider company to begin export-marketing 
operations. It is especially well suited for companies that are small, or that do not want to 
invest extensively in foreign markets (Albaum et al, 1995). The only criteria necessary for 
piggybacking operations is to produce a quality product, and to find a firm willing to carry it. 
Therefore it is a choice for companies with limited exporting activities, limited resources and 
lack of international market knowledge (Terpstra and Yu, 1990).      
 
In piggybacking, the rider firm utilises the market channels of the carrier firm instead of 
developing own channels. Assuming that the rider is in the early stage off internationalising, it 
is not feasible to own production facilities in a host country. Therefore the rider relies on 
piggybacking to take advantage of the carrier’s knowledge of the host country or the carrier’s 
distribution system in the host country (Terpstra and Yu, 1990). When committing to a 
partnership, the international firm can get well-needed local know-how from the local partner 
(Grönroos, 1999). When discussing market knowledge, indirect entry is the least risky of the 
internationalization strategies (Ibid). 
 
When piggybacking, the rider can carefully observe how the carrier handles the transactions, 
and learn from the carrier’s experience. Eventually the rider is able to start own export 
transactions (Hollensen, 1998). Piggybacking is a dynamic process for the rider, used as a 
transitional strategy where firms can build on their International marketing expertise. The 
rider can switch to another mode to serve foreign markets when collected enough 
international marketing expertise (Terpstra and Yu, 1990).        
 
The rider, if choosing the right partner, can gain the advantages of sophisticated promotion 
tools and association with a well-established brand reputation. This can result in increased 
sales (Terpstra and Sarathy, 2000). Since the carrier firm may have good marketing coverage 
in many countries of a region, the rider can reach attractive markets without needing to face 
high entry barriers (Terpstra and Yu, 1990). This gives the rider the ability to test foreign 
markets with low costs (ibid).         
 
Carrier benefits 
For the carrier, the piggybacking option is one of the best ways to obtain a new product 
quickly. It requires minimum investment and the products are received with maximum speed 
(Terpstra and Yu, 1990). It also allows the carrier to allocate resources to other purposes and 
projects (ibid).     
 
When a company has a gap in its product line or excess capacity in its export operations, the 
necessary products can be acquired outside with piggybacking. This alternative is attractive 
because the firm can get access to products quickly since someone already has it (Hollensen, 
1998). The costs are also kept low because the carrier has no need to invest in R&D, 
production facilities or market testing (Terpstra and Sarathy, 2000). Also when the carrier 
firm seeks for complementary products to their own product line, or when the carrier is in 
need of quick introduction of a new product to compete with competitors, piggybacking can 
be the best option (Terpstra and Yu, 1990).  
 
Since the rider provides a product already successful on domestic markets, the probability for 
the product to succeed on the foreign market is also high. The carrier gets access to a fully 
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developed product that has been commercially and technologically tested in the home market. 
(Terpstra and Yu, 1990).     
 
If the piggyback partnership arrangements work out well, the carrier can consider further 
commitment with the rider through a joint-venture relationship (Terpstra and Sarathy, 2000). 
 
According to Albaum et al (1994), the piggyback rider can also perceive disadvantages such 
as loosing the control of their products marketing abroad. Since this study is focusing on the 
benefits gained from piggybacking, the disadvantages are not further focused.   

2.3 Relationship between the rider and the carrier  
Since Piggybacking is a form of indirect exporting with elements from company partnership 
cooperation, the relationship between the rider and carrier is analysed with emphasis on a 
partnership relation.  
 
A relationship-based entry can be the option if a considerable degree of cooperation is 
necessary in order to achieve success. This is because resource commitment is usually modest 
in internationalisation, and both parties have a mutual stake in the outcome (De Burca et al, 
2004). Partnerships are formed for a variety of different reasons; one of them is the entering 
of new International markets and is particularly useful when entering a foreign market for the 
first time (Hollensen, 1998). The partnership should be undertaken if appropriate controls are 
in place to secure the expansion with relatively small investments (Czinkota and Ronkainen, 
2004).  
 
According too Albaum et al (1995) A partnership has two sides, the technical and the 
emotional side. The technical side addresses to the joining of contribution, and the emotional 
side is all about the feeling of collective effort. Through the relationship business risk can be 
minimized, because management skills and experience from the local partner allows for an 
easier adaptation to dangers of unfamiliar environments (ibid).  
 
According to Terpstra and Yu (1990), the rider has to rely on the carrier to sell its products, 
and the carrier has to rely on the rider to provide new products. This mutual dependence 
strengthens the partnership relations. Hollensen (1998) states that the rider and carrier, when 
entering a partnership, normally sign a contract for a couple of years to provide for continuity 
in the commitment. 
 
When piggybacking, firms join together voluntarily to reach objectives together that they 
cannot reach efficiently by themselves. The relationship between the rider and the carrier is 
close, but still not as formal as a joint venture or a merger (Terpstra and Yu, 1990). The 
agreements are more flexible than traditional agreements with export management companies 
or web-Pomerene associations (Terpstra and Sarathy, 2000).    
 
While piggyback arrangements are functioning they can offer an efficient economic 
cooperation with benefits for both rider and carrier. But since piggybacking arrangements 
usually have a limited lifecycle, they tend to transform in time. They can lead to partnership 
agreements stronger than the initial intention of the cooperation. The parties can also agree to 
separate as conditions or company objectives change. (Terpstra and Yu, 1990).          
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When evaluating the piggyback arrangement the carrier might find potential advantages, the 
rider may be a good acquisition candidate or joint venture partner to build a stronger 
relationship with. (Terpstra and Sarathy, 2000).    

2.4 Conceptual framework  
This section will present the literature review in a conceptualised framework. Each section 
will further delimit the literature to suit each of the research questions. We start with the 
contents of conceptualisation, and end with a graphic construction to visualise the main areas 
for further focus. 
 
2.4.1 Piggybacking process 
The client following approach adapted as an entry mode for a service firm by Grönroos 
(1999), explains that internationalisation may not always be an option for service firms since 
their customers can require their services abroad. 
 
Cateora (1996), lists the decision processes that has to be taken under consideration before 
agreeing on a potential piggyback distribution.  
 
The different distribution chains explained by Albaum et al (1994), gives the firms using 
piggybacking four alternatives to handle their distribution of the products.  
 
The choice of promotional strategy and brand usage is a part to protect the carrier and rider in 
its arrangements (Albaum et al 1994). Market coverage focuses on which countries and 
markets that is suitable for the rider and how the products that are piggybacked needs to 
match the carrier’s offering (Hollensen, 1998).  
 
This will create an understanding for the process of piggybacking. Small service firms that are 
following clients abroad may use the piggybacking approach to expand internationally. 
 
2.4.2 Benefits of piggybacking 
According to Terpstra and Yu (1990) piggybacking enables small firms to produce a quality 
product and then locate a firm to carry it international. This is suitable for firms with limited; 
exporting activities, resources and that have a lack of international market knowledge. 
 
Collaboration with a multinational partner can enable the newly internationalized firm to 
receive local experience from an indirect entry (Grönroos, 1999). In a piggybacking 
arrangement the rider can make observations on how the carrier handles transactions and get 
experience from the business environment. This can enable the rider to create an independent 
channel for future transactions (Hollensen, 1998). 
 
When discussing market knowledge, indirect entry is the least risky of the internationalization 
strategies (Grönroos, 1999). When the rider utilises the carriers already established channels 
instead of establishing own channels. Piggybacking creates a benefit for the rider to employ 
existing distribution systems and knowledge of the carrier (Terpstra and Yu, 1990). 
 
According to Terpstra and Sarathy (2000), choosing the right partner can give access to 
advanced promotion tools. Association with a well-established brand can increase sales and 
create a reputation. 
This will create a framework for understanding what benefits that a small service firm can 
gain as a piggyback rider. 
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2.4.3 Relationship between rider and carrier 
A partnership can be formed to suit the purpose of entering a new international market. An 
alliance is very useful when initially entering international markets (Hollensen, 1998). 
According to Terpstra and Yu (1990), there is a mutual dependence between the carrier and 
the rider that is created by the connection between the products.  
 
Since piggybacking arrangements have a time limit, the relationship tends to change. This can 
lead to either a stronger partnership or a separation as the relationship objectives change. 
(Terpstra and Yu, 1990). The relationship between a small service firm and their piggyback 
carrier may evolve or dissolve depending on the outcome from the partnership (ibid). 
 
In piggybacking operations, firms join together voluntarily to reach objectives they cannot 
reach efficiently by themselves. This relationship between the rider and the carrier is often 
very close (Terpstra and Yu, 1990). 
 
The above research states the importance of a functioning relationship when going 
international. However the piggybacking relationship can change with time.  
 
A graphic form of the conceptualization discussed above is shown in the figure below.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Carrier 
Manufacturer 

Global  
MNE 

 

Rider 
Service firm 
International 

SME 
 

Relationship 
• Partnership 
• Mutual dependence 
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• Experience 
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Process of 
Piggybacking 
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• Market coverage 
• Brand decisions 
• Terms of sale 
• Distribution chain

 
Figure 2.2 Conceptual framework. Author’s construction 
 
In our case a small firm from the service sector is the rider who is going international, and the 
carrier is a large multinational manufacturing firm. These companies are composing a 
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structure that will let us research the piggyback arrangement in a real setting. The process of 
piggybacking will create an understanding for how the carrier and rider collaborate during the 
arrangement and how specific decisions influence how the product is delivered. In our 
research a small rider firm will receive benefits from a multinational carrier that acts in the 
international marketplace. The nature of the relationship between the partners will then be 
analyzed. 
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3 Methodology 
In this chapter the methodology of the thesis is presented. The choices and implications of the 
research method are explained, discussed and reviewed.  
 

3.1 Research purpose 
Yin (as referred to in Gummesson, 1991, p75) distinguish that there exists three types of 
research: Exploratory, descriptive, and explanatory. 
 
An exploratory study is seen as a pilot study, in which the researcher creates a base of 
understanding to formulate more precise questions or a testable hypothesis (Gummesson, 
1991). According to Wallén (1996) it gives a basic understanding of the problem and its 
context.  
 
Descriptive studies are focusing on illustrating the characteristics for the research object and 
are consisting of gathering and systemising existing data (Wallén, 1996). Description is 
compared to prediction and prescription; which grants possibilities to deduce and recommend 
(Gummesson, 1991). 
 
Explanatory is derived from explaining, and what type of explanation is relevant to the case 
study (Wallén, 1996). Explanation is the superlative of understanding in a learning 
environment (Gomm et al, 2000). 
 
The previously stated problem discussion and the formulation of our research questions, 
combined with the above definitions of research purposes will conclude that this study is 
descriptive in its structure. The research purpose will illustrate the characteristics of the 
research object, and the deductive research will comprehend the strategy of our research. 
 

3.2 Research approach 
A basic distinction can be made between a quantitative and a qualitative research method. In 
most situations, numbers describe the quantitative data, and words describe the qualitative 
data (Blaxter et al, 2001). The qualitative research tends to offer more detail about the subject, 
with data in large scale, which is often perceived as “facts”. On the other hand quantitative 
research is concerned with collecting and analysing information in many forms. It tends to 
focus on exploring in detail, which provides more precision (ibid). 
 
The purpose of this thesis is to describe the benefits, process and relationship in 
piggybacking. Since the above factors in piggybacking need to be studied in detail, with 
emphasis on a cooperation situation between two companies, it was appropriate to use a 
qualitative research method.    
 

3.3 Research strategy 
According to Denscombe (2003) there are five different strategies for research. These 
research strategies are; surveys, case studies, Internet research, experiments and action 
research. Some of these strategies are better suited than others for dealing with specific issues, 
and a crucial thing for good research is that strategy choices are done reasonably. 
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The case study is ideally suited to the needs and resources of a small-scale researcher, because 
it allows for a focus on just one example (Blaxter et al, 2001). Data in case studies are drawn 
from people’s experiences, which allow the researcher to show the complexity of real life 
circumstances (ibid).  
 
Relationships and processes within a social setting tend to connect and relate. To understand 
one factor, it is important to understand many others, and how different parts are linked 
together. The case study approach offers a good chance to review the complexities of a given 
situation (Denscombe, 2003). When concentrating efforts on one case rather than many, there 
can be insights gained from the individual situation, which had not been discovered through 
the use of a broader research strategy (ibid).  
 
Since the research approach chosen in this thesis is qualitative, and the focus lays on 
providing a better understanding of processes and relations within a specific company using 
piggyback operations, the best-suited research strategy is the case study. As above stated by 
Denscombe (2003), the case study is the best way to penetrate and investigate a single 
complex situation, which is the purpose of this study.  
 

3.4 Data collection method 
In triangulation, two ore more methods is used in order to complement each other. Combined 
they can produce differing but supporting ways of collecting data (Denscombe, 2003). 
 
Blaxter et al (2001) list four different methods, in the qualitative field of research for case 
studies, for acquiring data: Documents, interviews, observations, and questionnaires.  
 
Interviews are a narrative method of collecting data. The interview consists of two or more 
participants that engage in a conversation that constitutes a learning process (Blaxter et al, 
2001). To better grasp the research purpose, interviews provides a more in-depth insight into 
the research area. By interviewing the research is limited to fewer informants with more rich  
information sharing (Denscombe, 2003). Documents refer to researching existing data that 
someone else has composed (ibid). 
 
Interviews can be unstructured, structured or semi-structured (Denscombe, 2003). During 
unstructured interviews questions are not put in any pre-established order, the interviewer 
interacts with the respondent and this technique will allow more probing (Gummesson,1991). 
Structural interviews, which are non-flexible and more focused on collecting quantitative 
data, demands a tight control over the questions (Denscombe, 2003). The semi-structured  
interview creates a coalition of the two methods. The interviewer has a clear list of issues to 
address, from the structured viewpoint, however flexibility is allowed to let the interviewee 
develop ideas and to answer more widely on the issues. Research may also rely on 
documentation as base data (ibid). The forms of secondary data that we used are printed 
materials such as newsletters, annual report, and company website. 
 
To answer the research questions, using triangulation with the semi-structured interview 
combined with documentation, creates a method of data collection. This will allow some 
interaction with our respondents but still maintain a structural frame. 
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3.5 Sample selection 
We are going to focus on the piggyback process from a small service company’s point of 
view. The company chosen is BossIT, a small service firm with specialisation in telecom, 
which have recently expanded abroad with the help of a large firm on the telecom market. We 
chose the particular service firm and the telecom market, because there is little research done 
on piggybacking in this field. The company BossIT was chosen because we were aware of 
their recent piggybacking activities, and also because we could gain the information and data 
needed for the research.  
 
At BossIT we are going to interview the owner and CEO, Staffan Livbom. Mr. Livbom that 
we have chosen to interview is directly involved and responsible for the international entry 
process, and therefore can provide the relevant information for our research. Mr. Livbom was 
contacted by telephone and an appropriate time for the interview was scheduled. The 
interview that lasted for three hours was conducted in one of the conference halls at Luleå 
University of Technology. During the interview we took notes, and afterwards the notes were 
reviewed and put together.     

3.6 Analysis of data 
Data analysis is consisting of different features; the shape of your data, the nature of your 
data, managing your data, analysing the data and interpretation (Blaxter et al 2001, p. 193). 
The shape is; in what condition the data is, and where it is analysed (ibid). The nature of the 
data allows categorisation and breaking the data down into units to be able to analyse the 
components (Denscombe, 2003). However “data in their raw state do not constitute the results 
of your research” (Blaxter et al 2001, p202). Managing and summarising the data is necessary 
to be able to analyse and interpret it (ibid). 
 
In our case study analysis of data is carried out and conclusions are drawn to answer the 
research questions. The data is then compared to the conceptual framework to compare the 
BossIT case to previous research. 

3.7 Validity & Reliability 
In all kind of research, the methods and conclusions need to be justified. This justification has 
to demonstrate the nature of the decisions taken during the research, and on which ground the 
decision is reasonable to the reader (Denscombe, 2003).  
 
The meaning of reliability is whether the research instruments are neutral, and if doing a 
similar study, the same results will be achieved (Denscombe, 2003). The meaning of validity 
is whether your methods, approaches and techniques actually measure and relate to the 
problem that has been explored (Blaxter et al, 2001). 
 
When using triangulation with both interviews and documentation, the validity of the study is 
increased. To further increase the validity, a simplified outline of the interview guide was sent 
to the respondent in advance. This gives our respondent the possibility to prepare and obtain 
the information needed. After the interview the responses that we documented, was sent to the 
respondent for corrective reading.     
 
Since the respondents are interviewed in Swedish, the interview guide is translated. 
Furthermore the answers are written in Swedish and later translated. The translation can affect 
the validity of the interview.       
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According to Denscombe (2003), the direct contact at the interview enables that data can be 
checked for accuracy and relevance, as they are collected. When meeting face to face, we are 
able to get back to any issues that were left unclear. The questions asked at the interview, are 
formed in the way that they are not biasing or leading the respondent towards our way of 
thinking. 
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4 Empirical Data 
This chapter will present the empirical data collected through the interview with Staffan 
Livbom, CEO at BossIT Communications. Data collected has been the basis for the case study 
presented below. 

4.1 The Case study of BossIT 
BossIT communications, a small size service firm from the northern part of Sweden, is a 
company that entered the international market through utilizing piggyback operations in 
cooperation with Ericsson Enterprise. The International expansion started for BossIT when 
the IT-boom crashed and Ericsson started to cut down employees and almost halved their 
organisation.   
 
BossIT: Company background 
Staffan Livbom, the entrepreneur and founder of BossIT Communications started his carrier 
as an electrician in the early seventies. After ten years of work, an occupational injury handed 
him the opportunity to switch work tasks and get a managing position at a construction firm. 
Four years later when facing a recession in the construction business, Mr. Livbom was a part 
of taking over the company and starting Elektrokraft. Three years later, the business changed 
focus from traditional electronics to telecommunication. In 1999 the large Norwegian 
Telecom firm Telenor acquired the firm Elektrokraft and Mr. Livbom started a new company: 
OneCom. The IT-crash was hard for OneCom and eventually Mr. Livbom sold his shares in 
the company, and BossIT Communications was founded in 2002, this time with Mr. Livbom 
as the sole owner.  
 
BossIT started its activities in February 2002 and is still a rather new company on the market. 
The start-up of the firm from three employees and a turnover of three million SEK in 2002, to 
twenty employees and a turnover of approximately ten million SEK in 2005, show a fast 
growth. BossIT is convinced that this growth will continue in the future years.      
 
Company concept and structure  
BossIT´s business concept is to deliver service and installation to large Telecom actors on the 
Swedish market. The company consists of a flexible and flat organisation with low fixed 
costs. The company employees occupy a broad competence and have a large personal 
network in the telecom industry.  
 
BossIT acts as a service supplier to large actors on the telecom market. Since the large actors 
deliver products and services to the end consumer, BossIT works with business-to-business, 
mainly delivering installations and support services. The primary competitors are smaller 
telecom firms working with similar tasks as BossIT. These are ComDate, Comeva and Mr. 
Livbom’s former company OneCom. The secondary competitors are traditional electronics 
installers that also work with some telecom installations.  
 
BossIT has approximately 20 employees. This fluctuates over time due to the fact that most of 
the work BossIT does is on a contractual project basis, and runs over limited time periods. 
Large projects can run over approximately a two years period of time, while smaller 
assignments can run over a couple of months. BossIT’s goal for organic growth 2005 is to be 
approximately 30 employees and to have an annual turnover of twelve million SEK.  
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The head office is located in Luleå and BossIT has branch offices in Stockholm, Borås, 
Sundsvall, Karlstad and Belgrade. Installation and support assignments are performed all over 
Sweden with starting point from the branch offices. The company is fully owned by Staffan 
Livbom and financed by private funds and organic growth. For the main strategic decisions 
and planning, BossIT employs a consultative board, consisting of strategically chosen people 
from high management positions in the telecom sector.   
 
The employees of BossIT are widespread over the country and often need to cooperate. This 
cooperation is most of the time managed electronically through a company portal that works 
as a working forum, or by e-mail. This portal also makes administrational information 
available for employees and is a good working tool, in the communication with the 
administration office 
 
BossIT has three main operational-areas:  
 

• Support services  
Consisting mainly of support for software used in telephone switchboards (mainly 
Ericssons switchboard platform MD-110), network equipment and other communication 
devices.  
 
• Installation  
This division works mainly with installation of various telecommunication devices. 
Including local area networks (LAN), wide area networks (WAN), and mobile systems 
such as GSM and 3G. 
  
• Construction  
This section consists of pre-studies of telecom constructions, including the production of 
solutions used in future installations.  

 
BossIT’s organisational structure is built on the three main service areas that are directly 
subordinated under top management. The system support and installation has its own 
technical manager and coordinator at the branch offices. These subdivisions are self-sufficient 
during the work on a project. The construction part is still in the build up phase and does not 
yet have any clear organisation. An external consultant firm manages the administration of 
BossIT, which according to Mr. Livbom is a very effective solution.     
  
Networking in focus 
One of Mr Livbom’s, and therefore BossIT’s main strategies as a small service firm, is to 
build and maintain personal and professional contact networks. The building of networks is 
crucial for a small firms development. According to Mr Livbom “Relationships are the most 
important thing to create, nurture and sustain. When helping clients on a personal level, a 
strong relation with a mutual trust grows”. 
 
The strategy is practiced through extensive use of word of mouth marketing. Starting the 
process from the top of the prospect’s organisational structure, Mr. Livbom explains that “the 
structure is like a pyramid, and it is easier to roll the ball downwards than to push it upwards”. 
The intention is to influence the prospect company on multiple levels.     
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service organisations for these would cost more money than it would generate. Therefore 
local dealers with lower costs are hired for support activities.   
 
The negotiations between BossIT and Ericsson consisted of the potential take-over of the 
service contract regarding support for the small companies in these twenty-eight countries. 
Due to the network relations obtained from employing Mr Susnjar, BossIT could acquire one 
of these twenty-eight countries, Serbia-Montenegro. This country was obtained since 
Ericsson’s decision process was hasted by a pull-effect created by the relationship between 
Mr Susnjar and the management at the telecom companies Telegroup and Telefonija, buying 
the services from Ericsson. The idea is that Ericsson will focus on their main area, which is 
serving the larger firms, and BossIT will give support to the smaller firms in Serbia-
Montenegro. The current dealer system was not efficient and BossIT was able to convince 
Ericsson that they could make it more profitable. The small firms constitute only a small part 
of Ericsson’s turnover, however if BossIT could make the support for them more efficient and 
profitable, Ericsson was interested. 
 
BossIT’s international strategy is to expand as a partner supplier with a large multinational 
enterprise that has a strong liquidity and a large establishment, such as Ericsson. The purpose 
is to expand the multinationals’ range of services, and offer a complementing service, a 
downright piggyback operation. The cooperation between BossIT and Ericsson was directly 
on an international basis. BossIT had not delivered services to Ericsson domestically. 
 
Cooperation with a multinational company  
The agreement consisted of support and material deliveries to two telecom companies, 
Telefonija and Telegroup, in Serbia-Montenegro. The purpose is for BossIT to deliver their 
services, in close cooperation with Ericsson, to satisfy the buyers. BossIT had a negotiation 
advantage through their network, but they got the deal because of their high niche competence 
and the ability to keep prices low. After becoming a piggyback distributor of services in 
cooperation with Ericsson, the negotiations regarding the remaining twenty-seven countries 
continued.  
 
Soon after signing the first contracts, the negotiation process of extending the cooperation was 
halted, mainly because of movement in executive personnel at Ericsson. The movement 
erased the earlier strong relations and put the negotiations back to the beginning. With the old 
relations erased, the continuing negotiations had changed patterns. Instead of earlier working 
with old and strong relations at different levels of the organisation, BossIT now had to 
establish a relation with the new management that where not familiar with their operations. 
Mr. Livbom tells us that “the contracts were ready, but the change of management left them 
unsigned, and we were back at the beginning of the negotiation process again”. To build a 
relation with the current staff, monthly meetings are set with Ericsson employees to create 
new connections. 
 
When delivering services to Ericsson’s customers, their strong brand name is used, but it is 
BossIT a Swedish company that supplies them and sends the invoices to Belgrad. Mr. Livbom 
says, “When the customer buys a Swedish product, they expect to get Swedish support”. 
Today in most cases dealers from many different countries, lacking the expected competence 
and connection to Ericsson, deliver the support.  The buyers were not satisfied with the 
existing dealer network because they were expecting support from Ericsson when they 
purchased their products. Instead they received support from other companies located in 
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example Slovenia. The competence that BossIT possess comes from that their employees has 
created and supported the technical platforms when working at Ericsson. 
         
 
Working with Ericsson as a partner has established BossIT’s brand nationally with extensive 
media coverage. The attention from the media has also lead to a stronger commitment from 
the employees, feeling that they together contribute to BossIT’s development. This has lead to 
very low employee turnover. One benefit that BossIT acquired from the international 
cooperation with Ericssons was the ability to use their brand name. BossIT uses “by Ericsson 
certified service deliverer” when delivering services internationally to gain further recognition 
from the partnership with Ericsson. 
 
Since BossIT has become a certified service deliverer for Ericsson, they also get benefits in 
their national marketing. When being related to a multinational enterprise, as a piggyback 
rider, a small company gets stronger recognition and association to high quality services. 
When BossIT is negotiating about a new national contract with other companies, this factor 
can be decisive. 
 
Experiencing piggybacking 
The service delivery to Belgrade has just begun and at this level of international expansion the 
economic benefits are not that large. The original agreement of support delivery consisted of 
SEK thirteen million yearly. However the management movement at Ericsson described 
earlier limited the agreement and substantially decreased the amount of support actually going 
to be delivered. If BossIT and Ericsson would agree on service delivery to all of the twenty-
eight prospect countries, the situation would be different with extensive economical benefits 
for BossIT. The international business generates higher mark-ups, but cannot provide equal 
stability as the home market. Therefore it is important to have a strong and sustainable home 
market to rely on. This is an experience Mr. Livbom already noticed earlier in the nineties, 
when working at Elektrokraft with international installations.  
 
According to Mr. Livbom, the valuable learning from BossIT’s international expansion is that 
a small company has to put down a lot of time and energy to accomplish sustainable relations 
abroad. Also the culture is an important factor to consider when finally starting delivering 
services to a foreign country. In most of the cases when companies go international they have 
to venture large amounts of economical funds. This was however not the case with BossIT’s 
internationalisation. To implement the service delivery arrangements in Serbia-Montenegro 
and to conduct extensive negotiations with Ericsson, BossIT invested approximately SEK 100 
000, which was according to Mr. Livbom, “well invested money”. When costs were kept low, 
the risk of BossIT’s internationalisation was also minimal.  
 
Building a piggyback relationship 
There are two levels in the relationship between BossIT and Ericsson. One relation is at top 
management level, where the CEO’s cooperate. At this level the meetings are very formal, 
mostly because personal relations are not yet established. The lower management relations, at 
the other level, are very informal. This is due to the fact that old relations are established, 
coming from when BossIT’s personnel worked at Ericsson.  
 
There is no clear mutual dependence between BossIT and Ericsson at this point of the 
negotiations. BossIT is in the phase where they are proving to Ericsson that they can add and 
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improve Ericsson’s overall product. “If you are able to create value for Ericsson, without 
costing too much, they are interested of a cooperation” says Mr. Livbom.  
 
BossIT’s goal today is to continue negotiations with Ericsson to get the exclusive rights of 
supplying support services to all of the twenty-eight countries mentioned earlier. BossIT is 
convinced that there exists a continuous value for Ericsson from a partnership, since Ericsson 
today lacks the ability to serve the small and medium sized enterprises in these countries. 
Because BossIT already partially supplies services for one market, they have a unique 
opportunity to prove the mutual value for Ericsson.  
 
The experience of collaborating with a large multinational firm, has given Staffan Livbom 
and BossIT an interest of considering cooperation with other companies that need partners 
when going international.  
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5 Data Analysis 
In this chapter the empirical data presented in chapter four will be analysed and compared to 
the theories from the literature review and the conceptual framework. 
 
To be able to describe the concept of piggybacking when entering a foreign market we make a 
comparison between the reviewed literature and the data that were collected from the 
interview as presented in the case study. 

5.1 The Process of Piggybacking 
The theory of choosing entry mode for service firms when entering a foreign market is either 
to follow existing clients when they expand internationally, or to actively look for new 
markets (Erramilli and Rao, 1993, and Grönroos, 1999). BossIT as a small service firm did 
not deliver services to Ericsson on a domestic basis and then expanded to deliver 
internationally as the client-following mode, and they did not actively look for new markets to 
enter as the market-seeking mode encourages. BossIT instead entered a foreign market with 
some kind of “reversed client following”, where they started to deliver services to Ericsson 
internationally instead of domestically. This was due to that network connections were strong 
in Serbia-Montenegro. In this case BossIT does not exactly match the theory presented. 
Instead one may consider the experience of BossIT as a variation on piggybacking that we 
had not been exposed to in the previous literature.   
 
Cateora (1996) states that the decision process for using a potential piggyback distribution 
would follow the conditions below. We shall compare BossIT’s behaviour to each of these 
conditions to our findings and other researchers. 
 
The product is complementary to the product line and contributes to it 
BossIT was able to complement Ericsson’s product line and focus on the smaller and medium 
sized companies, allowing Ericsson to utilise their core competence and focus on their main 
clients. The competence obtained by BossIT when employing former workers from Ericsson 
made it possible for them to offer better support than the dealers could. This was one of the 
most important factors when BossIT got the rights to handle support to the smaller companies 
in Serbia-Montenegro.  
 
The product matches the sales and distribution chain 
Ericsson’s support services did not serve the small and medium sized buyers satisfactory, 
when delivered by independent dealers located in various countries. When instead employing 
BossIT, the services were distributed from Ericsson and sales was integrated into a two-step 
distribution chain as described in the model by Albaum et al (1994). BossIT’s services were 
in this way integrated with Ericssons distribution chain, giving the customers the feeling that 
the support was delivered by Ericsson.   
 
There is enough mark-up to cover efforts 
Ericsson was having difficulties to profit on the support to small firms when using the 
external dealer strategy, but when cooperating with BossIT they would be able to have higher 
mark-ups. BossIT were able to deliver the same services in Serbia-Montenegro, for a lower 
price than the existing cooperation Ericsson have. In this way both the rider and the carrier 
would benefit with mark-ups high enough to cover their efforts. 
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The product will be accepted by the market and be sold in adequate volume 
The buyers were expecting Swedish support when buying Ericsson’s products. Through the 
dealer network they instead received it from dealers located in other countries. When using 
BossIT as a service provider the market is more willing to accept the product and even though 
the small firms constitutes only a small part of Ericsson’s turnover, BossIT could make them 
more profitable. BossIT was interested in delivering support to twenty-eight countries, but 
only one country was established. In that country the sales was reduced from the originally 
planned volume. 
 
When BossIT performs services for Ericsson, they work on commission as an agent and the 
services that BossIT provides is adjusted to suit Ericsson’s product line. In fact BossIT are 
supplying support service for Ericsson’s communication platforms. This is in line with 
Terpstra and Sarathy (2000), and their reasoning about how the terms of sale in the 
piggybacking arrangement is handled. It also grasp the theory of that the rider’s products are 
somewhat similar to the carrier’s own products, to be able to help customers with support and 
feedback operations (Hollensen, 1998).  
 
Derived from Grönroos’s (1999) theoretical framework about how service firms should 
market their services internationally; BossIT has enabled their services on the international 
market through the use of a strong partner, and found an efficient channel to make their 
service accessible. Albaum et al (1994) discusses the branding possibilities and how they are 
important in the piggybacking process. Since BossIT is delivering support, they are acting on 
Ericsson’s behalf and with their brand, the importance for BossIT to use Ericsson’s brand is 
stronger than the opposite. Terpstra and Sarathy (2000) say that the choice of what brand to 
use mainly depends on how important and well established the brand is. In BossIT’s own 
international marketing activities they include “by Ericsson certified service deliverer” to 
further gain recognition from their strong brand.   
 
BossIT was aiming for a full coverage of the twenty-eight countries small and medium sized 
companies. Country coverage in piggybacking is either one market- or global market 
arrangements (Terpstra and Sarathy, 2000). Most of them are only one country according to 
Terpstra and Yu (1990), this is usually when a large target market is perceived. In this case 
the rider wanted to cover all foreign markets by piggybacking with a multinational enterprise, 
however the initial arrangement only allowed one. If the piggyback operations are to be 
expanded BossIT wants it to include more countries.  
 
BossIT’s service is a complement to Ericsson’s products and they are closely related due to 
that BossIT supports Ericsson’s products. This agrees with the theory that describes 
piggybacking as mainly used for products that are non-competitive but related, and 
complementary and allied (Hollensen, 1998). 
 

5.2 Benefits of piggybacking 
According to the literature piggybacking provides an easy, low risk way for the rider company 
to begin export-marketing operations. It is especially well suited for companies that are small, 
or that do not want to invest extensively in foreign markets (Albaum et al, 1994). On this 
point the theory suits the reality. To implement the delivery arrangements in Serbia-
Montenegro and to carry out negotiations with Ericsson, BossIT invested approximately SEK 
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100 000, a small sum that was according to Mr. Livbom, “well invested money”. When costs 
were kept low, also the risk of BossIT’s internationalisation was minimal. According to 
Grönroos (1999), when discussing market entry modes, indirect entry such as piggybacking is 
the least risky of the internationalization strategies.  
 
As described in the case Mr. Livbom also acknowledged the culture as an important factor to 
consider when finally starting the delivery of services to Belgrade. When working with people 
from different cultures you have to adapt to the environment. In this process it is important to 
have access to local knowledge. Grönroos (1999), talks about when committing to a 
partnership, the international firm can get well-needed local know-how from the local partner. 
This theory is in line with BossIT’s own experiences.    
 
Terpstra and Yu (1990), discuss piggybacking as a dynamic process for the rider. It can be 
used as a transitional strategy where firms build on their International marketing expertise. 
The rider can switch to another mode to serve foreign markets when collected enough 
international marketing knowledge. However this is not the case for BossIT. The ongoing 
cooperation with Ericsson can, if negotiations’ regarding service delivery to the twenty-eight 
countries goes well, provide BossIT with a large international market. In this way BossIT can 
rely on Ericssons knowledge and distribution channels. Terpstra and Yu (1990), states the 
benefit for the rider when relying on piggybacking to take advantage of the carrier’s 
knowledge or the carrier’s distribution system in the host country.  
 
When working as a partner with Ericsson, BossIT has got strong national media coverage, 
which has lead to great benefits in their national marketing. The media attention has also lead 
to a stronger commitment from the employees, feeling that they together contribute to 
BossIT’s development. Being a service deliverer to a multinational company such as 
Ericsson, is relating BossIT with their high quality services in a positive way. To be 
associated with a large actor can also give benefits in negotiations with future prospective 
clients. According to Terpstra and Sarathy (2000), the rider, if choosing the right partner, can 
gain advantages of sophisticated promotion tools, and get association with a well-established 
brand reputation. This can result in increased sales.  
  
Since the carrier firm may have good marketing coverage in many countries of a region, the 
rider can reach attractive markets without needing to face high entry barriers (Terpstra and 
Yu, 1990). The fact that Ericsson acts worldwide and is interested in further cooperation with 
BossIT is a great benefit. BossIT’s goal is to continue negotiations with Ericsson to get access 
and exclusive rights to deliver to these markets. The already agreed cooperation in Serbia 
Montenegro is a great opportunity for BossIT to prove the substantial value for Ericsson to 
work with them internationally.      
 

5.3 Relationship between rider and carrier  
The partnership between Ericsson and BossIT was established as a result of earlier events. 
Ericsson had to cut down on employees and therefore BossIT was able to recruit former 
employees of Ericsson, which had knowledge of the firm and large personal networks. This 
partnership between the firms was formed to enter a new international market for BossIT. 
Hollensen (1998) states that partnerships are particularly useful when entering a foreign 
market for the first time.  
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Terpstra and Yu, (1990) explains that the rider is dependent on the carrier to sell its products, 
and the carrier has to rely on the rider to provide their products. Since Ericsson downsized the 
corporation and does not focus on the small and medium sized companies, the piggyback 
arrangement allows the buyers to receive services and support from BossIT as their service 
supplier. When Ericsson has to rely on BossIT to deliver the service, a mutual dependence has 
risen that strengthens the partnership relations. Hollensen (1998) discusses the use of a 
multiyear contract between the rider and the carrier to provide for continuity. The contract in 
Serbia-Montenegro is for two years, and if service delivery continues in a satisfactory way the 
contracts can be renegotiated for an extended period. 
 
BossIT offered Ericsson a solution to profit from the small and medium sized enterprises in 
Serbia-Montenegro. Ericsson, that did not have the time or willingness to focus on these 
companies, saw the opportunity and allowed BossIT to streamline the support to the small 
companies. Terpstra and Yu (1990) denote that when firms join together and collaborate to 
reach objectives that they cannot reach efficiently by themselves, the relationship between the 
rider and the carrier is closer than arm’s length 
 
The partnership between BossIT and Ericsson has not changed dramatically during the time, 
apart from some restrictions in the amount of actual services to be delivered. Even though the 
contract has not been renegotiated to contain more countries, BossIT is not planning to 
terminate the contract or to switch partner. Other carriers for piggybacking operations have 
also been evaluated by BossIT, and new markets can be accessed through the use of this 
method. Terpstra and Yu (1990) explain that piggybacking has a limited lifecycle, which can 
lead to a stronger agreement or a separation when conditions change.  
 
BossIT are more interested in getting extended market coverage from the cooperation. The 
piggybacking operations is for them a way to get a more sustainable relationship. This is 
similar to what Terpstra and Sarathy (2000) say about how the rider may be a good future 
acquisition candidate or joint venture partner to build a sustaining relationship with. 
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6 Findings and Conclusions 
In this chapter the research questions stated in chapter one are going to be answered. To be 
able to answer the questions the empirical data analysed in chapter five is put into context. 
This will give us a better understanding of the stated research questions in the area of 
piggybacking.    

6.1 How can the process of piggybacking as an international entry 
mode be described? 

When going through the process of choosing piggyback partner there are some factors to 
consider for a potential distribution: Is the product complementary to the product line and 
does it contribute to it, does the product match the sales and distribution chain, is there 
enough mark-up to cover efforts, will the product be accepted by the market and will it be 
sold in adequate volume. In the theory a part of the decision process is to decide on terms of 
sale, promotional arrangements, and market coverage.  
 

• In this case one of the most important factors for the rider firm to get the service 
agreements with the carrier was their ability to compete: Their high niche competence 
and ability to keep the prices low. In the negotiation process the rider was aiming for a 
full coverage of the twenty-eight countries where support services where needed, 
however the agreement initially only allowed one, even though the rider could provide 
substantial benefits for both parties. The negotiations were halted in the process 
because of movement of executive managers at the carrier firm. The movement erased 
earlier strong relations and put the negotiations back to the beginning. 

 
• When the rider, in our case, performs services for the carrier, the rider works on 

commission as an agent. The services provided are adjusted to suit the carrier’s 
product line and therefore integrated in the distribution chain, giving the customers the 
feeling that the carrier is delivering the support.  

 
• When the rider is delivering the support, they are acting on the carrier’s behalf and 

with the carrier’s brand. The rider brand is always used when delivering to other 
customers than this particular carrier. The services supplied from the rider are 
complementary to the carrier’s products. 

 
The conclusions of the process are that firms can use piggybacking operations to complement 
their product line and to be able to provide services with higher quality for lower cost. It is 
also important to mention that individuals handle the processes, and this can lead to 
complications in the process.    
   

6.2 How can the benefits gained by small service firms as 
piggyback riders be described? 

Piggybacking enables small firms to carry out their quality products internationally. This is 
suitable for firms with limited; exporting activities or resources, and firms that have a lack of 
international market knowledge. Collaboration with a multinational partner can enable the 
newly internationalized firm to receive local experience and the rider can make observations 
on how the carrier handles transactions, and in this way get experience from the business 
environment. When discussing market knowledge, indirect entry is the least risky of the 
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internationalization. Choosing the right partner can give access to advanced promotion tools 
and become the success factor in the international entry. 
 

• The main benefit when using piggybacking, in this case, is the reduction of risk. The 
reduction of risk is mainly addressing the risk of economic loss when going 
international as a small actor. Also the cultural differences can be a risk. When 
working with people from different cultures you need to adapt to the environment. 
This is easier done if cooperating with a multinational company that can provide local 
know-how. 

 
• Another benefit for the rider is the steadily increasing market knowledge when using 

piggybacking operations. This knowledge can be used later on when going 
international in another way. For the company in our case other international 
expansions are accessible, but for now they are not an alternative to consider. 

 
• Being a service deliverer for a multinational company is relating the small rider, with 

the high quality services provided, in a positive way. To be associated with a large 
actor can also give benefits in negotiations with future prospective clients. 

 
• The small service firm focused in our study is also gaining strong media coverage 

through the cooperation that has led to great benefits in their national marketing. This 
attention has also lead to a strong commitment from the employees when feeling that 
they are contributing to BossIT’s development.  

 
• The cooperation with a multinational can also give benefits for the small rider-firm 

with extended possibilities in the future. Further negotiations can lead to service 
delivery agreements on new markets.     

 
To conclude the benefits gained from piggybacking by the small service firm, the reduction of 
risk is the most important. Other important benefits gained are; the possibility to increase 
international market knowledge, to get association with a multinational company that can be 
used to receive media coverage, and the possibility to extend service delivery to other 
markets.       

6.3 How can the relationship between the piggyback rider and 
piggyback carrier be described?  

A relationship can be formed to be able to enter a new international market. In piggybacking 
there is a mutual dependence between the carrier and the rider that is created by the 
connection between the products. Normally piggybacking arrangements have a time limit, and 
the relationship tend to change. This can lead to either a stronger partnership or a separation 
as the relationship objectives change. The relationship between a small service firm and their 
piggyback carrier may evolve or dissolve depending on the outcome from the partnership. 
 

• The piggyback relationship analyzed in our study came to a start by a coincidence 
when the small rider firm employed former workers at the multinational carrier firm. 
These personal connections lead to negotiations between the two firms.    
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• When the small service firm in our case started delivering support services to the 
multinational company, a mutual dependence did rise that strengthened the partnership 
relations. The relationship was legally adjusted through a two-year contract.      

 
• The carrier was having difficulties to profit on the support to small firms when using 

the external dealer strategy, but when cooperating with the small firm as rider, they 
would be able to have higher mark-ups. The carrier was now able to get the same 
services, for a lower price. The rider firm got unique possibilities from the cooperation 
with a multinational carrier. The rider could get service agreements in other countries 
through extended negotiations, and therefore did not plan to change or terminate the 
partnership. The piggybacking operations are a way to get a more sustainable 
relationship.  

 
Our study found that a piggybacking relationship could come to start by a coincidence and 
develop to a mutual dependence adjusted with legal contracts, where both the carrier and the 
rider can benefit. The piggybacking relationship also offers means for future development.  
 

6.4 Implications 
In this section implications for theory, managers and further research within piggybacking 
will be presented. The implications are based on the empirical data, the data analysis and 
findings and conclusions presented earlier. 
 
6.4.1 Theoretical Implications 
The purpose of our research is to provide a better understanding of piggybacking as an 
international entry mode for small service firms. We have tried to explain the process of 
piggybacking, what benefits can be achieved and how the relationship is perceived. The 
research is carried out on a service company and due to the lack of previous research in 
piggybacking for service firms we strongly believe that we have added to the research area 
with this thesis.    
 
The concept of piggybacking is applicable to service firms, however not all aspects of 
piggybacking can be applied to the service firm literature.  But the two factors, piggybacking 
and internationalisation strategies for service firms, combined create a framework that is 
applicable. The reason for using two factors is that the aspects complement each other, and 
that most research on piggybacking and entry mode strategies is carried out on the 
manufacturing sector.  
 
If the theory for piggybacking should be more applicable for service firms it has to be 
modified and developed further to suit the characteristics for service firms. The main 
differences are: The client following mode that is common when service firms 
internationalise, which is lacking in the piggybacking process. Furthermore the integration 
that exists between a service and a product that makes them complementary, in example 
support services. This compared to products that are delivered with a physical attribute, which 
may complement each other or be totally separated.  
 
Piggybacking is a method of indirect exporting, but also a defined partnership strategy. In the 
theory of piggybacking the partnership factor is not as thoroughly described. The partnership 
and the relationship is the most important connector in the piggybacking process. 
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6.4.2 Managerial Implications 
 
From this study we could find some specific points that can be of use for management of 
other small service firms in the early phase of their internationalisation.  
 

• To reduce risk management should consider piggybacking as an option for 
international expansion. The lesson from this study is that the possibility of this option 
however depends on the small service firm’s possibility to find a suitable partner.  

 
• Management should be careful when working as partners with other companies in 

piggybacking operations. As seen in this case, cooperation terms can change fast and 
involve the need of large changes in the international strategy. Sometimes even written 
contracts can be changed or terminated without prior notice.  

 
• For a service firm the international expansion can be a complicated process. However 

when going International in a client-following mode or with a piggybacking strategy 
as seen in this case, the threshold for managers to go international can be smaller.  

 
• As seen in this research service firms that uses piggybacking as an entry mode can get 

a stronger promotional position. International marketing is costly and it is hard to 
establish a brand overseas. Association with a more established brand comes 
automatically in piggybacking and the promotional tools that the carrier has can be 
used to further market the rider’s company.  

 
 
6.4.3 Implications of this study for BossIT 
 
When studying the case of BossIT and their piggybacking activities, some suggestions for 
management were found.  
 

• We think that BossIT should put more effort into their international expansion. The 
international piggyback operations should be included as a strategy in their business 
plan. It is important to set objectives to be able to expand the international 
piggybacking. When having the expansion as a clear objective it is easier to work on 
achieving it. 

 
• More focus has to be put on further negotiations to be able to get contracts for the 

remaining countries. We think that if BossIT get operations in a couple of these 
countries, the remaining ones are going to be easier to negotiate with. This due to the 
fact that already functioning service agreements and relationship with the 
multinational will guarantee the quality of the service provided.   

 
• The pull-effect used in Serbia-Montenegro did not have the desired effect and 

therefore we do not recommend BossIT to put effort in further use of this tactic. Even 
though the pull strategy can have some effect, it is the carrier that decides in the end. 

 
• BossIT is the small rider firm that have to prove the quality to the carrier. Therefore 

more efforts have to be put on the relationship, so that the carrier can find a mutual 
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benefit of cooperating. When the carrier finds the mutual benefit the negotiations will 
continue smoother and the relationship will become stronger. 

 
6.4.4 Implications for Future Research  
When studying the piggyback operation we have discovered various interesting points to 
examine. Due to the frames of this thesis we were not able to research these and would like to 
add them to this section for implications for future research. 
 

• The growth of the service economy and the internationalisation of business have 
created incentives for small firms to supply services to a large multinational enterprise. 
Piggybacking in general should be further analysed. A quantitative study of 
piggybacking firms involving a large sample could offer the insights to why firms 
deliver their services abroad. 

 
• The internationalisation in business allows for small service firms to go directly 

abroad and work with a multinational enterprise. This set of reverse client following 
should be further researched. 

 
• Relationships in piggybacking are not thoroughly researched and additional research 

should focus on the development of the relationship ranging from an indirect export 
method to a partnership. 

 
• This study has focused on the rider perspectives of piggybacking. Studies on carrier 

firms show results from a different point of view and further add to the research in 
piggybacking. This can display if it is a common method for large firms to expand 
their product offering by utilising piggyback operations with service firms. 
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APPENDIX 
 
Interview Guide 
 
General Information about BossIT 
 
Company facts 

- Respondents name 
- Respondents position 
- Company Name 
- Size of the company (turnover and employees) 
- Business idea 
- Annual turnover 
- Type of business 
- Type of industry 
- Competitive environment 

 
Process 
 
1) Why did your firm expand to a foreign market? 

a) Did your firm actively look for new markets abroad? 
b) Did your firm search for companies to cooperate with abroad? 
 

2)  When did the initial contact with Ericsson start? 
a) Who was the initiator? 
b) Did Ericsson decide they wanted your firm as a supplier abroad? 
c) What key persons were involved in the contacts? 
 

3) Have BossIT delivered services to Ericsson domestically? 
a) If yes, what type of services? 
b) To what extent did your firm deliver services? 
c) Did it lead to a continuous cooperation? 
 

4) Why does Ericsson involve BossIT in their international business? 
a) Is Ericsson in need of distributing your firms’ services abroad? 

 
5) How does the international distribution chain work? 

a) Could you explain the process of exporting your services? 
 
6) In the export agreement, what were the general outlines? 

a) Which market did the agreement cover? 
b) What services did the agreement consist of? 
c) How where the legal issues handled? 
d) Are there any possible future markets that BossIT and Ericsson may want to enter? 

 
7) What brand did the agreement decide to use? 

a) Have this affected the BossIT brand? 
b) Have this affected the marketing activities abroad? 
c) Has any benefits occurred when using this brand name? 



d) Has any complaints arisen about using this brand name? 
 
8) What do you consider to be the reason that Ericsson buys your firms services, instead of? 

a) Producing them in-house? 
b) Buy them from a local establishment? 
c) Buying them from a competitive supplier? 
 

Benefits 
 
9) What did the export generate, in terms of? 

a) Economically? 
b) Product development? 
c) Organisational growth? 

 
10) Did your firm get experience from the international expansion? 

a) How can that experience be utilised in future expansions? 
b) Could this international experience be obtained in a different way? 
c) What value, as a small service business, did this experience lead to? 

 
11) Could you as, a small service firm, been able to internationalise without collaboration with 

Ericsson? 
a) What benefits does a multinational partner provide? 

 
 
12) Have you as a small service firm experienced any promotional benefits from cooperating 

with a well-established brand? 
a) Have you been associated with Ericsson? 
b) If yes, have it been in a positive or negative context? 

 
13) What risks for small service firms, are involved with entering a foreign market? 

a) Have the cooperation with Ericsson lowered the risk? 
b) If yes, in what way did Ericsson’s distribution channels lower the risk? 
c) In what way did Ericsson’s market knowledge lower the risk? 

 
Relationship 
 
14) How do you experience the relationship with Ericsson 

a) What degree of formality is involved in the relationship? 
b) Are there any barriers in the relationship? 
c) Is there any mutual dependence in the relationship? 
 

15) Are there any plans to develop the relationship? 
a) If yes, in what way? 
b) Do you perceive that Ericsson is interested in a future cooperation?  

 
16) Are there any plans to switch partner or end the relationship? 

a) Are there any options available? 
b) Would it benefit your firm to switch partner or end the relationship? 
 
 



Interview guide translated to Swedish 
 
Generell information om BossIT 
 
Företagsinformation 
- Respondentens namn 
- Respondentens position i företaget 
- Företagets namn 
- Storlek på företaget (omsättning och anställda) 
- Affärsidé  
- Årlig omsättning 
- Typ av marknad 
- Konkurrerande miljö 
 
Processen  
 

1) Varför expanderade ert företag till en utländsk marknad? 
a) Sökte ert företag aktivt efter nya marknader utomlands? 
b) Sökte ert företag efter andra firmor utomlands att samarbeta med? 
 

2) När började den initiala kontakten med Ericsson? 
a) Vem var initiativtagare? 
b) Bestämde Ericsson att de ville ha ert företag som leverantör utomlands? 
c) Vilka nyckelpersoner var involverade I kontakterna? 
 

3) Har BossIT levererat tjänster åt Ericsson nationellt? 
a) Ifall ja, vilka typer av tjänster? 
b) I vilken mängd levererade ert företag tjänster? 
c) Ledde det till ett regelbundet samarbete? 
 

4) Varför inkluderar Ericsson BossIT i sina internationella affärer? 
a) Har Ericsson ett behov av att distribuera era tjänster utomlands? 
 

5) Hur fungerar den internationella distributionskedjan? 
a) Berätta om processen när ni exporterar tjänster? 

 
6) Hur ser överenskommelsen ut I exportavtalet? 

a) Vilken marknad täcker avtalet? 
b) Vilka tjänster bestod avtalet av? 
c) Hur behandlades de rättsliga aspekterna? 
c) Finns det några marknader som BossIT tillsammans med Ericsson vill ge sig in på i 

framtiden? 
 
7) Vilket varumärkesnamn ska användas enligt avtalet 

a) Har detta påverkat BossITs varumärke? 
b) Har detta påverkat marknadsföringsaktiviteterna utomlands? 
c) Har några fördelar uppkommit då ni använt det här varumärket? 
d) Har några klagomål uppkommit när Ni använt det här namnet? 
 

8) Vad tror du är anledningen att Ericsson köper Era tjänster, istället för? 



a) Producera dem själva? 
b) Köpa dem från en lokal firma? 
c) Köpa dem från en konkurrent? 
 

Fördelar 
 
9) Vad genererade exporten, i form av? 

a) Ekonomiska fördelar? 
b) Produkt utveckling? 
c) Företagets tillväxt? 
 

10) Erhöll ert företag erfarenhet från den internationella expansionen? 
a) Hur kan Ni dra nytta av den erfarenheten till framtida expansioner? 
b) Kunde den här internationella erfarenheten blivit uppnådd på något  
annat sätt? 
c) Vilket värde gav den här erfarenheten för Er som ett mindre företag? 
 

11) Skulle du som en mindre tjänste firma kunnat internationalisera utan  
samarbete med Ericsson? 
a) Vilka fördelar ger ett multinationellt företag? 
 

12) Har Ert samarbete med ett multinationellt företag skapat några fördelar  
för Er marknadsföring? 
a) Har Ni blivit associerade med Ericsson? 
b) Om ja, i sådana fall har det varit positivt eller negativt? 
 

13) Vilka risker finns involverade för små tjänsteföretag då de expanderar  
internationellt? 
a) Har Ert samarbete med Ericsson minskat risken? 
b) Om ja, på vilket sätt minskade Ericssons distributionskanaler risken? 
c) På vilket sätt minskade Ericssons marknadskunskap risken? 
 

Relationen 
 
14) Hur upplever Ni relationen mellan Ert företag och Ericsson? 

a) Hur formellt är relationen? 
b) Finns det några hinder för relationen? 
c) Finns det något ömsesidigt beroende i relationen? 
 

15) Finns det några planer på att utveckla förhållandet? 
a) Om ja, i vilken riktning? 
b) Upplever Du att Ericsson är intresserad av ett framtida samarbete? 
 

16) Finns det några planer på att byta samarbetspartner eller avsluta  
relationen? 
a) Finns det några alternativa lösningar tillgängliga? 
b) Skulle det gagna Ert företag att byta partner eller avsluta samarbetet? 
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